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What's New Dr. Joe Gives
In The News Synapsis Of
Next Lyceum
J.

Henry
Kaiser surprised the nation
on January 19 by signing a contract
with the CIO United Steel Workers on
the . basis of the 18 l-2c wage increase
asked by the union. The move was
hailed by union leaders, but began no
general trend toward settlement of tbe
steel strike.
-<>-Five million discharged service men
could be a source of volunteers to replace G. I's. overseas if the War Department chose to enforce the terms of
the Selective Service Act which provide
that very man who has completed his
5ervice as a draftee, "shall be transfer·
red to a reserve component . . . " There
he must serve 10 years or until he is
discharged. He may avoid the ten year
period by reenlisting in the Army or
National Guard for two years.
Almost no men have been transferred to any component, but have been
released with no strings attached.

By Dr. Joe Pryor

LARGEST

R

Brewer·is Ill

A
N

"Kind Lady", second production in
this year's lyceum course, will be presented 10 me college audltonum hiaay evenrng, reoruary lst, at l) ;;:>IJ p. m.
The Eta Omega cast of Alp.na Psi
Omega, national dramauc fratern1ty, assisted by the l.ampus flayers, is sponsc.oung uus play. lt lS uuef.. teu l)y V1v1an
Roobms, insuuctor in dramauc arts.
Bob Helsren is tne student assistant au~
ector and Warren W httelaw is Sta.Se
du:ector.
The kind lady, Mary Herries, is played by Dorothy O 'Neal. .hvan Ulrey
plays the role of Heruy Abbott, the
young man whom Miss Herries befriends. Miss O'Neal and Mr. Ulrey are
members of Alpha Psi Omega. Supporting roles by other members of me Eta
B1 Methl Dun Sm#b
Omega cast are played by Woody Stov·
The fish pond adds a spot of both hish school days. It seems that Delores
all as Mr. Edwards, W. F. Mattox as
beauty and interest ,to our campus, and, Barker Campbell unexpectedly fell into
the doctor and Joe Pryor as Mr. Foster,
we might add, curiosity as we wonder die pond as they were admirins iu
--0Campus Players completing the cast
Three Arkansas people were injured .
about the many suange happenings beauty.
are Joe Crantord as Lucy Weston, a
January 23 when their 1942 Chevrolet
therein. These happeoi1J8S are varied
The fah pond dwellers did not all
friend of Miss Herries; Dorothy King
truck was demolished in a collision
and it's only fair that we pass them on enter therein by accident. Dickie Dean,
as Rose, Miss Herries's maid; Jerry
with passenger train 225 at Higginson,
to the "younger generation" of Harda high school lad, enjoyed, or enga&ed,
Young as Phyllis Glenning, a mece of
Ark. E. C. Vaughan, owner and driver
ing.
in a daily plunge for some time and as
Miss Herries; and Sammy Swim as
of the truck, and Ruye Coots, both of
The oldest and probably greatest inci- a result ~ have suong evidence that
Peter Sentard, Phyllis"s fiance. Mary
Pangburn, and Miss Norma Gross of
Bess Love as Mrs. Edwards; Ru-{h Ben- dent in the life of our fish pond hap- Sammie Swim joined him in one of
Des Arc were brought to Rodgers hosson as Aggie Edwards; Kathryn John- pened before the day of Harding ac these dips.
pital in Searcy. None were seriously inSummer sessions seem to be a busy
son as Ada, who poses as the wife of Searcy. Mrs. Mary Burke Somerville, as
jured.
Henry Abbott; and Bob Helsten as an instructor in Galloway College, was time for the pond and no doubt a more
-0Gustav Rosenberg, a Parisian art col- otten visited by her small son, Brehon. pleasant period. The purpose served
Two railroad brotherhoods last week
On one of these visits the later noted was a worthy one, however, for justice
threatened a strike which would para- lector.
General
Somerville fell into our own was rendered with the aid of its quiet
On Christmas eve Mary Herries, a
lyse the country's railroad system if an
fish pond. (Please, let's not all start
waters. (We wonder what the fish
wealthy
old
maid
who
collects
art
very
(Continued on page four.)
wading
,where
great
feet
have
trod.)
must
undergo as each new one joins
wisely, picks up Henry Abbott, a young
Earl Stalcup will probably tell his their midst.)
vagabond with artistic interests, and
One Billy Craig, whose fond'est hobby
brings him to her home in Montague grandchildren what it's like to take a
was
to make noise when others were
6:30
dip
on
a
chilly
April
Morn.
Every
Square, London, for a cup of tea. Miss
Herries is considered very eccentric even cue was supposed to be out for May trying to study, became a much quietet
by her relatives and lives a rather lone- Fetc practice and all who were not on laa ·after a session of Kangaroo Court
and an enforced penalty of crawling
ly, secluded life because she has but time - well, Earl was not on time.
When questioned as to history of the through the pond.
few friends.
A similar incident is that of a stud·
Seeing that Mary is a very kind lady fish pond Ruth Overstreet bum: into
(Continued on page three).
and a lover of art, Henry returns to laughter as the recalled incidents of her
In a trip to Little Rock, Omaha, sell some of his drawings of rather in.Chicago and St. Louis, Dr. George S. ferior quality. Out of sympathy for him
Benson is scheduled to make four pub- and his family she finally buys one of
lic addresses before his return here his pictures. Ada faints and is brought
Thursday. He left Harding for Little into Mary's home to recover. Henry
Rock Sunday morning in order to preach brings the Edward's family, his acat the new Central church of Christ re- complices, to help him imprison Mary
cently constructed there, and to carry in her own ·home. This is aided by a
approximately $250.00 raised in Searcy heart attack which she has.
The need for apartments and rooms
The congregation that meets at the
last week to aid in the payment of a
Henry assumes the role of Mary's
$2500 debt now stan~ing against agent and begins to sell the valuable for couples going to school at Harding college auditorium is made up largely
church property which they helped to art collection she has accumulated. becomes greater as more and more vet- of students, many of whom work for
meet by Sunday. The regular minister, When Mary recovers enough to go a- erans return, but means typical of Hard.- most of their expenses. In spite of this,
W. R. Beeson, is in Southern Arkansas bout the house, she recognizes that this ing are being used to overcome the however, the contributions for the past
year exceeding the budget, and in the
in an effort to raise additional funds is being done but seems powerless to difficulty.
Dean Sears has spent much of his January meeting of the elders and deafor completion of the building.
do anything about it . • • until . • .•
President Benson flew to Omaha Well, does she free herself from these time in past weeks tracing down rum- cons, the budget for 194<5 was increasSunday afternoon, where he spoke to usurpers or not? 1£ so, when and how? ors of apartments and rooms for rent in ed 30 per cent.
This congregation has sent a large
tht Lumbermans' Association of Neb- These and other questions will be an· Searcy. He has rented a number of a·
raska. Returning . to Chicago today, he swered Friday evening when "Kind parcments, but needs still outweigh the part of its contributions to mission
is to address the National Convention Lady" is staged in the college auditor· supply, and recently a room had to be fields, and in addition to general inprovided for one couple in Godden creases, $1000 is being set aside for beof the National Truck and Trailer As- ium
Hall.
nevolent work in China. Workers for
sociation tonight.
---0--On Wednesday, Dr. Benson will speak
W. F. Mattox took the situation to China will go with Lowell Davis in
before an association interested in the
heart enough to build a small house op- the spring or early summer. Dr. Benbetter teaching of government in the
posite the school. The work was done son, with Davis, has maintained conpublic school system in St. Louis bein his spare time, and the house will be tact with Chinese workers whose letters
fore his return to Searcy on Thursday.
occupied by Mrs. Mattox's brother and have continued to report the hard cinKey~ are ti> be awarded to twentyLast week following the decision of
his wife. Another man who has taken cwnstances of the people.
The elders of the college church have
the board to accept the Memphis of- five or thirty outstanding chorus mem- the housing shortage seriously is Dougfer, Benson went to Memphis to talk bers this year.
las Gunselman, principal of the Acad· assumed the responsibility of trying to
The award will be based upon co- ~my, who has braved the difficulties of relieve this situation as far as possible.
before the chamber of commerce
Tuesday at noon, and at Goodwin fo. operation, attendance, attitude, appear· finding supplies and time to work to re- Accordingly, they not only have destitute that night. The following day he ance~, and ability. Extra points are giv• model a store building on East Center cided to send $1000, but want the
made speeches in Jackson, Mississippi, en for ensemble work and to officers. street into four small apartments. He brotherhood to know that they will reMembers receiving keys will be has done all the work himself, and two ceive funds from other congregations
at Milsaps College in the morning, Central High School at noon, and at the chosen at the end of the school year by of the apaninents are already occupied. or brethren for this purpose.
The budget tor the congregation
church of Christ Wednesday night.
the chorus officers, Virgil Lawyer, pres- Stoves that have been ordered for a
On Thursday, in New Orleans, Presi.- ident; Axel Swang, vice president, Fran- month have not appeared, but the fam· downtown calls for an increase of a·
dent Benson addressed the council of ces Watson, secretary and Mrs. Jewell, ilies use small gasoline stoves, and as bout $5000.00. It consists of paying
the chamber of commerce and returned di~tor.
soon as the other apartments can be the regular salary t01r the summer meet·
to Little Rock to attend a private lunThose receiving awards this year will made ready, they will house veterans iog, and for missionary work both here
cheon Friday.
in the States and in Africa. They have
not be eligible for keys next year.
and their
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The Bison had planned to announce the lectures of G. C. Brewer
in this issue, however Dean Sears
announced in chapel ;esterday that
Brewer is yet unable to come for his
scheduled meetings for this week.
Due to a sudd~n illness he was
taken home last week after he had
arrived on the campus. He thought
then that he would be able to come
for the second week's lectures, but
his condition, though much improv·
'Cd, will not permit his coming.

Fish Pond Memories Are
Not Always Romantic Ones Gre{k Students
Suffer In war's
Mtermath

Apartments Help
Ease Veterans'
Housing Sho~e

,

CONTRIBUTION
Fifty Thousand Dollars Given
To House Manual Arts School

0
M

Benson Speaks
In Four Cities
This Week

/,..
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RECEIVES

Chorus Will
Present Awards

..me..

FOLKS BACK HOME

Churches Release
Budgets For
Year's Work

Students at the University of Athens
in war-seared Greece desperately lack
the primary needs of life, according to
a despatch from Margaret House, World
Student Relief worker, to the W odd
Student Service Fund on October 29th.
Of the more than 8000 students, 200
are sheltered in miserable student cen·
ters, many live with friends, but a great
number have no fixed abodes. Mrs.
House describes vividly one of the bet·
ter student centers.
"I had been warned that it was sordid, but I was not ptepared for the at·
mosphere of hopele~s depression among
the students themselves. There was no
handrail up the stairs. The first room
was a study, where perhaps thirty students found places at the unplaned, unfin~ed desks; pale, gray students who
had no bright smile for a visitor. I
felt I was intruding, as so many of them
seemed to be relaxing in pajamas, until
I realized that they were being worn to
preserve their only pair of uousers. The
dormitories had beds, with two blanket:i
each but no sheets. Perhap{ it was bet·
ter so, as there was no laundry. A room
for six people had two chairs. One nail
on the wall near each bed was enough
for a boy's whole wardrobe.
"The bathroom was just a doorless,
windowless landing. The kitchen had no
furniture excepting a sink and a copper,
but on top of the copper was a long
fire, and on it a pan of something
wholesome, out of tins of course.
Theoretically, the pan con~ns enough
to yield 2000 calories all round, but it
is all eaten at qiidday, and the students
never quite believe that they are 2000
calories better off at the end. In an v
case, 2000 is not enough."
These students last year lived on one
meager meal a day consisting of beans
cooked in olive oil. 732 of them had
contracted tuberculosis due to und~r
nourishment and exposure. Funds contributed to the World Student Service
Fund go to help these and other stud·
ents in Europe and Asia who have suffered frightfully from the war and who
are now resuming their studies in the
reopened universities.
set aside money to aid the sick and
unfortunate n and around Searcy. Ac
Morrilton an Orphan's home is maintained chiefly by the contributions made
by the church. They have set aside
$300.00 per month for this purpose.
The church would like to pay its remaining debt as well as purchase a new
bus. The total budget for the year is
$12,364. The weekly contribution is
expecred to be around $200.00 a Sunday in order to carry out the plans.

Is Secured
By Dr. Benson
After Two Years
Dr. Benson announced last Saturday
receipt of the largest single contribution
ever made to Harding Co.Llege by an
individual. The check which he received
was for $)0,000.
Dr. Benson did not release the name
of the doner but he did relate the
series of incidents leading up to the act·
ual receipt of the gift.
Two years ago Dr. Benson heard of
the man and thought he would be interested in Harding College if he
could get the opportunity to present it
to hinf. After several months this opportunity came through a friend of
Benson who brought the business man
to hear him speak. Dr. Benson's prospect liked his speech and remained af.
terward to meet him.
'
In a chapel speech last year Dr.
Benson described him. He is a man 84
years old with a deep interest in the
future of business in this country. He
asked Dr. Benson for any information
that he might have regarding Truman's
business policies and plans for the fu.
cure with as much interest and cor>
fidence in the future as one might expect from a man thirty years old.
Following this introduction some
twelve months ago Dr. Beason has
made three personal calls, three longdistance telephone calls and has carried
on an active correspondence with him
regularly. He was promised this amount
several weeks ago and expected to receive it in December but the man's persr.nal check came Saturday.
(Continued on page four.)
---<>---

Luke is Agitator
Of Excitement
By Nathan lAmb
Sparks flew on Grand Boulevard
Friday as local firemen beat out a blaze
evidently designed to smoke out a ne>torious character by the name of LUKE
who has been seen lurking in the vici~
ity of the c;_ampus of late. Twice some
unknown firebugs set shrubbery ablaze
near the suspected 'hideouts' of this
rarely seen personage.
The first conflagration burned the
grass off the Boulevard just across from
the Lawyer's Hamburger Emporium.
When the flames died down firemen
and spectators alike were mystified to
discover a genuine foxhole fronting on
the Emp0rium, so designed that LUKE
could lurk with no fear of detection.
The second blaze cleared off a large
patch of shrubbery near the Coleman
home.
Mass confusion resulted and eager
thrill-seekers enroute to the scenes of
the flames consumed, uselessly, many
gallons of precious gas. All this chaos
and waste would have been spared the
cmzens of Harding and Searcy if
LUKE'S activities had been publicized
just a bit more.
Unknown
to all but his personal
friends, LUKE is spending the week-end
in Harrison, Arkansas, with one of his
most intimate friends, Civilian First
Class F. J, SCOGGINS. However, LUKE
will be back in action on the Harding
campus at an early date so you firebugs keep those sulphur matches handy.
Who knows? YOlJ may catch LUKEall by yourself.
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Donnie Bird is now in Washington.
Donnie was here in 193&.39. -She was
a member of the trio, sextet, and chorus.
She has been active in Public School
Music in Missouri for some time.
-0--

Phm. 1-c George Reagan is on his
way back to the States from the South
Pacific. George attended Harding Academy in 1941 and the college in 194243. He was a member of the Sub T-16
social club, chorus, glee club, and ac·
tive in sports.

-<>Jack Lay is at home in Nashville a£
ter serving in the Army in Alaska.
While in Alaska Jack married a girl
from the states who was there working.
While at Harding he was. a metnber of
the Cavalier Club. He attended from the
fall of 1938 until Df'cember 1941.

-<>-Bonnie Beth Byler was married to
F ichard K. Burke, Monday night, Jan·
uary 21. Mr. and Mrs. Burke plan to
attend the University of Arkansas where
he will study law. Bonnie Beth was here
in 1938-39. She was a member of the
Ju Go Ju club.
--0-

Mary Nelle Blackwell is to be mani:ied February 14. Mary Nelle graduated
in 1939. She was a member of the W.
H. C. club and press club.

Early in the fall term, in fact with the first issue of The Bison,
the announcement was mad~ to the faculty that they would be e~;
pected to subscribe to the paper as the students have had to do be·
---0fore.
This plan was not inaugurated just to be different, nor because
of any ill will toward the faculty but because the staff of The Bison
did not knew exactly where the funds for a larger paper were to be
secured. Neither could they 'see any logical reason, other than tradi·
tion, why the faculty should receive complimentary copies at the ex· IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT IS THE
QUESTION OF THE WEEK?
pense of the student body and the Bison staff. But, be that as it may,
Bob Grayson - " don't know? But
the suggestion was made.
there·s a good ball game right now."
The suggestion was made that what might be gotten in that way
Billy Harris - "What was your first
wouldn't help_ much, but if one should bring to mind the fact that impression of Harding?"
Clarence Richmond - "How many
there are more than half a hundred members of the Harding College
faculty and others connected with its maintenance he will realize that eggs is there in a dozen?"
Eddie Davis - "What api I going
that would pay a good pa.rt of the printing bill for one issue.
to do next?"
However, the procurement of funds is not the purpose of this
Derwood Carnes - "Have you reeditorial, rather the explanation of the refunding of the subscription covered from New Year's yet?"
Douglas Lawyer - "What would you
prices to those of the faculty who did pay for their paper.
With the announcement of this plan The Bison was mailed to each do if you had one more day to live?"
Pat Benson - "Which is the more
of the faculty on Tuesday morning in order that they might get their
important, ball games or studying?"
paper even though they were not present when they were handed out
Charles Stovall - "Oh, where is my
at noon. This, the staff felt, was an added service. It will be main- wandering Richmond tonight?"
tained.
Howard Ewing - "How ·did I do on
Many of the faculty paid the subscription price, and The Bison test?"
Douglas Lacourse "How am I
is using this means of expressing appreciation for their cooperation in
going to make up my tests?"
this matter. However, several did not wish to help in putting the
Carl Tate - "Why' can't I rate with
paper out and refused to pay the subscription Price of one dollar. the opposite sex?"
Some few never learned of the plan.
Dick Smith - "Why can't I wear
Since then, through the efficiency of the business manager, the my fountain pin in my coat pocket?"
Ralph Noffsinger "Who is the
financial condition of the paper has been established on a rather firm
most beautiful girl in Harding?"
footing with the promise of a continued successful existence. Feeling
---<>that it is unfair to accept the subscriptions of some, while others are
receiving the same service free, the staff made the decision to return
the subscription price to those who paid.
While we are happy that it is not necessary that we have these
subscriptions, the disappointment in those who refused to cooperate
will remain.
We again express our appreciation to those who cooperated.

QUESTION OF

THE WEEK

Emphasis· Given

The True

----uOn----

Materials AnCI Methods
Do your views fail to coincide with those of a supposed minority?
Are you troubled with the feeling that yours is the task of convert·
ing some sinner?
On the other hand perhaps, the minority in question may feel
that its codes and morals are not only right, but most proper. - in
which case there exists a decided difference of opinion.
History shows us that when opinions differ one of three courses
of action is possible.
1. War - which doesn't decide 'who is right - only who is left.
2. Compromise - which means that both are left; i. e., neither
. is right.
3. Conversion - by 'thought' education.
Courses one and two speak for themselves - no solution is reach·
ed by either.
War secures Peace - an interval created by killing
those who disagree: a course which can hardly be pursued by a
Christian people. Compromise settles nothing, for differences still
exist. Conversion - by 'thought' education - can give the con·
• vertee a desire to change his opinions, which would be half the battle.
Attempting to force·feed someone an opinion kindles antagonism.
Sho.wing contempt for their ideals might breed mutual contempt - but
presenting your "product" in a manner designed to create "desire"
for a like article might win the other half of the battle.
At any rate it might be worth a try, successful or otherwise.

-Nathan Lamb.

Spirit Of Christ

By R_a/ph Noff;ingH
There are many questions which
come up in our every move of life.
Life is made up of divisions. Perhaps
we: often wonder why God has not given us a rule to follow by which we can
alter or substantuate our every conceiv·
able: act.
'
j
There are many things which we do
and say that we know, in a sense, are
wrong before we do them. These arc
not so dangerous to our being io life
a pure, sober and confiding Christian.
It is one of the most fatal traits of
humanity (and very common among
most of us) to try to justify our deeds.
We often strain the truth to the breaking point in order to make ourselves believe that we are justified in certain acts.
Most of us would not try to uphold
drinking, smoking, etc., because we
know there is no virtue in them. Often
we try to justify ourselves by something someone else does that we ' think/
is equally as bad, if not worse, than
that which we want to practice, or do
practice. The apostle Paul expressed
dangers of this way of thinking in II
Cor. 10-12. They are without understanding, who measure themselves by
themselves.
We arc looking ,for that guiding rule
that will direct our every step, Sy look·

JANUARY 29, 194e:

in:; hard perhaps we may find it. God
would not ask us to follow our own
judgment without giving us a guide.
Paul wrote to Timothy, "Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable
for teaching, for reproof, for correc·
tion, for instruction which is ih righteousness that the man of God may be
complete, furnished completely unto
every good work." Are things that are
in question in our minds pertaining to
good works, or are they tangent to
them? Sometimes the reason we fail to
be able to make the right decision is
because we have not a true vision of life.
This passage is a solution only if our
action (works) and motives are in view
of good works.
Perhaps a person wants to do a
questionable thing in which he cannot
see any wrong. The question should be
asked, "Does it pertain to life and God·
liness?" or, "What would Jesus do?''
Analyse this question by the use of apperception to decide the fidelity of
deeds. Many uphold the authority to'
cake human life. What would Jesus do?
He had the power to give life, but he
didn't take it. Why should we, who are
so much lower than he, entertain such
a thought? Let us notice that He him·
self said "It has been said, love your
neighbor' and hate your enemies, but I
say unto you love your enemies." Matt.
5 :38-48.
Visualize Christ on the cross as he
looked down on his accuser and the ones
who had placed him there and said,
"Father forgive them for they know not
what they do." Do we have such a
spirit in our hearts when we encounter
our enemies?
Have we not round the ' rule for our·
lives? Christ is that standard which
God gave to man that our lives might
be molded as clay in the hands of a
potter if we will follow his footsteps.
He is close to us, and not hard to un·
derstand, for he gave himself as an ex·
ample in life. He is within the reach
of all.
Let us put this challenge before us
and ever keep it there. 1. Whatever
we do, would we be willing for Jesus
co participate al;o? Can you picture
Him in that act also? 2. Whatever you
say, would you be willing for Christ
to be a listener? He is listening whether
you want him to or not. 3. Wherever
you go would you be willing for Jesus
. to go . with you?"

Dear

Symbols In Song
Charles Copeland,
"Sleepy Head"
What NOT to do at the door,
"Linger Awhile"
Marvin Brooker,
"Everything Happens To Me"
Lois Gurganus,
"Goin' To Chicago Blues"
Jimmie Mooneyham,
" If I Only Had A Brain"
Bob Helsten,
"Happy Go Lucky"
Vernon Lawyer,
"Sharp As A Tack"
Thelda and Joe Dan,
"just A Little Fond Affection"
Sweetest Girls itf the World,
"I Want A Man"
LaVera Novak,
"Lass With The Delicate Air"
A Good Habit,
"Smiles"
"Sweet and Lovely"
Petit Jean and May Queen Nominees,
Courtin' Couples,
"It Might As Well Be Spring"
Chapel Speech - To Courtin' Couples,
"Take It Easy"
Frances and Al,
"The More We Get Together"
Lou Dugger,
"A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody"
Dr. Joe,
, '"How Deep Is The Ocean"
Norma Ruth Rhodes,
"Strawberry Blonde"
Harding College,
"There '11 Be Some Changes Made"
Mr. Chronic,
"Strike Up The Band"
Luke,
"Nobody Knows"
Bonnie (about Clinton),
"He's My Guy"
Charles Brooks,
"Cutie, Who Tied Your Tie"
Kat Johnson,
"Pretty Kitty Blue Eyes"
Tommy,
"Li'l Boy Love"
Laura Jean and Raymond,
, "Always" "Together"
More of These,
"Some Other Time"
"In him we live and move and have
our being." We need to walk the walk
of life with Him and not die walk of
death from Him.
This is the rule which we have been
for; Christ, as presented to
us in the revealed word of God. Let us
follow his footsteps and ever be an in.fluence to others for good as he is to
us, and radiate his love to the whole
world.

~rchiQg

f. Mooneyham : "Well, I don't ex·
actly know myself. Mother says it is to
fit me for the Presidency. My Uncle
says it is . to sow my wild oats. Cousin,
to get a chum to marry her, and Dad
says to banhupt the family.'~
--0--

Dr. Joe : "Can you tell me anything
about the great chemists of the 17th
century?"
Derwood Carnes: "They are all dead."
--0--

'Round Here

Dr. Summitt: "Dan, where have you
been to be absent so much?"
Dan Yake. "Stop me if you've heard
this one."

By Joe D1111 Tipps

'Will Love (in an algebra test):
"How far are you from the correct answer?"
Eugene Holt: "Oh, about three seats"
-~

Prof - - : "Why did you some to
school, Jimmy, you arc not studying:'

Sm~dly

Last night I gobbled down my last bite of strawberry shortcake, (it was short
of the strawberries), and dashed out of the dining hall toward the door of Godden
Hall and arrived at my destination having knocked down only Doctor F.rank and
Carl Kitzmiller. They are both so small I didn't notice them until 1 heard the
sound of something rolling and turned around to 5ee them gathering up marbles

--0-

Dr. Frank: "You in the back of the
r.,oom, what was the date of the Magna
Carta?"
Jimmy Carroll: "I don't know."
Dr. F.: "You don't huh? Well, who
was Bonny Prince Charlie?."
Jimmy: "I dunno."
Dr. F.: "Well, then, what was the
Tennis Court Oath?"
Jimmy: "I dunno."
Dr. F.: "You don't? I assigned this
stuff last Friday. What were you doing
last night?"
Jimmy: "Messin' around up at the
Beanery."
Dr. F.: "You were? The audacity to
stand there and tell me a thing like
that! How do you expect to pass the
course?"
Jimmy: "Well, I don't know, Dr.
Frank. You see, I just came in here to
fix the radiator."

which had rolled out of their pockets as a result of their negligence in watching
where they were going. After helping them to return to an upright position, I
headed suaight for the door. Just as I was about to reach it, it opened and out
~
came Isaac Shaver, and right into my arms which had been outstretched to open
Dr. Joe: "Farris, what does HN03
the door. He was terribly flustered and immediately lost all the enthusiasm he
signify?"
had just displayed on receipt of a free sample of Jergen's lotion. l patted his
Farris Scoggins : "Well, ah, err head and told him not to be embarrassed, so he blushed and made his way down ·
I've got it right on the tip of my
the stairs feeling rather conspicuous.
tongue."
Two mishaps in a row were e!lough for me so I knocked on the door an.d
Dr. Joe: "¥ou had better spit it out.
when it was opened by Jo O'Neal, I sedately entered ili is the fashion of all col- It's nitric acid."
-0lege students on the way to get their mail. Putting on my brass knuckles and
Miss
Alston:
''Tell me one or two
coat of mail I elbowed my way through the clamoring mob and was promptly elthings about John Milton."
bowed right back to where I had started from by Evan Ulrey. Honestly, that
Guthrie Dean: "Well, he got marboy just doesn't have any respect for a person's attempting in a most ladylike and ried and wrote 'Paradise Lost'. Then his
polite way to maneuver through the crowd. The payoff came when he put his wife died, and he wrote 'Paradise Re-i
eye up to the periscope I use as an ;id to navigation and looked me square in gained'."
-0the eye and winked as if it were all a big joke. I'm going to forgive him because ·
0nc: "See you are. getting quite
I remember that little saying my mother taught me about dumb animals. (Evan,
chummy with your professors."
this is in appreciation of the publicity you gave me last year in Dear Angus) .
Two: "Yep, familiarity breeds exempt."
By this time ·Smedly, I had noticed that Doctor Joe was going through to
-0his box by a slow but sure process. I fell in in back: of him and crept along
At the beginning of scl'tool two
at a snail-like pace until I finally reached my box. It is one of the very top ones freshmen assigned to a room started to
and believe it or not I was so fatigued that I couldn't even muster enough energy get acquainted.
Derwood Carnes: "My name's Alex·
to reach up and see if I had a letter. When I finally did insert my ,_key and open
ander the Great.".
the box I discovered that I actually had a letter. I was delighted .and tore it open
.Bryant Counts: "That's funny, I'm
without even glancing at the return address on the envelope. To my bewilder- Charlemagne."
Oddly enough they we~ both lying.
ment and amazement there was green paper inside the white envelope. Oh,

Smedley, I was so disappointed. All that energy wastal in getting to my box and
then all I received was a bill from Bursar. Well that's 'the way lire is, ups and
downs all the time.
noon's mail.

' "'

I feel fine now though because I received your letter in this

,..

-0-

Eddie Davis: "Where ·are we going
to get that check of yours cashed?"
Orel Herren: "I can't say. I can't
think of a single place where I'm unknown."

Well Smedly, guess I'd better write home and enclose the bill with my
epistle. The folks always like for me to enclose bits of interest.
The cure for a tape worm: ' "Eat so
Your cousin who usually is without male, I mean mail. Oh well, take it
I much that it gets stodgy; then go right
either way you please.
ahead and enjoy some food for your·

Honemo.

'

elf,"
I
j

I

I
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Now that six-weeks exams are over, Harding can settle down to
.another busy week of extra-curricular activities.
TUESDAY-Semi-finals in basketball played in the gym at 7:30 to•
night.
WEDNESDAY-Another inspirational prayer meeting service with
the downtown congregation.
THURSDAY-Dramatic club will present Pat Benson in a recital.
All are invited to come.
FRIDAY-Alpha' Psi presents "Kind Lady" as second lyceum of the
year.
SATURDAY-Social events are coming thick and fast fonight with
the GATA's giving their annual banquet, the TNT's
giving their traditional cowboy party, and the Eques•
trian club having a function.

j

It is a fascinating pastime to keep up
with the best-seller list in the book review and booktrade magazines. Besides
finding out what America is reading,
the book review addict can also pick up
a little knowledge of the publishing bus
iness, advertising methods, reader psy·
chology, trade gossip, book reviewing,
and increase his appr.eciation for literature in general. And then it's always
good insurana! against embarassment
should someone ask your opinion on
Richard Wright, The Manatee, or
Kathleen Windsor.

All-time best selling mystery yarn is the
Ellery Queen whodunnit, THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY, which has
passed the million mark in book sales
. . . .Other history-making sellers are
BOW TO WI
FRIENDS AND
INFLUENCE PEOPLE by Dale Carnegie, BEN HUR by Lew Wallace, SEE
HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE by
Marion Hargrove, A TR.EE GROWS
IN BROOKLYN by Betty Smith, THE
ROBE by Loyd C. Douglas, ANTH-
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was ;!1ways so much fun to sit on tho

rim and ialk to the fish after the pond
had been so thoroughly cleaned.
Search for recent matetial has been
almost in vain and it is the opinion of
some that the kindheartedness Qf our
faculty has kept many a drip £.tom being drippier,
It's hard to understand why Wayne
Moody went into the pond head firse
though, unless he's too top heavy or could Warren Whitelaw have been
responsible?
Incidents of the beloved fish 'home
would be· more real if some recent happening could be recorded, but try as
we might, we couldn't find a trace of
any. In fact, I came nearer the chilly
waters. of the pond than anyone else.
Charles Allen seemed to be a likely
candidate (since he's been looking for
a special press agent anyway) but
changed his mind at the last moment.
Joe
Cannon suggested that he be
thrown to the fish and there would be
a happy teunion. Speaking of Charles,
we suppose C. B. and "Doc" wanted to
help, and they are still willing, even a
little anxious, to assist anyone who

'Continued from page one.)
eat who apparently liked to cultjyat'
his imagination. He told his roommates
and friends that someon~ had stoleo
from him a fifty dollar. pistol wlµch ii>
reality never existed. The 'pond .for him
became a shocking reality.

would like to explore the
pond.
.

Joe Webb started to run but trip-

The fish pond will certainly be
missed in ·another location - and get
missed

;. . ~

WC>·

All Harding Students are invited to visit our store. We
have a nice line of Wits End Stationery, Sheet Music Bibles
Bible Literature, School Supplies, Artists Paint, P~ns and
Brushes, Magazines, Office Supplies.
oOc---

l Hopper-News and Book StoreI
T deph- 69,

.

'

I

·'

WE

APPRECIATE YOUR
PATRONAGE
.
'

William Walker Studio

5c-10c STORE

Phone 694

Mr.

ONE-HALF BLOCK NORTH RENDEZVOUS

•

·-·-·-·

Security Bank

MARKET

COMPLIMENTS

IF

--of-

'THERE'S A FORD IN YOUR .. FUTURE'

White County
Equipment Company

-visit-

f

A Friendl11 Institution

• •

Qe~

COMPLETE FOOD

._._,_._.

I

Ever Built ...
Tlie 1946

BAST RACE

KROGER'S

T

The Smartest Ford Car'

-of.-

'

,,

White County
ECONOMICAL

The book which has outsold any
other book ever published, accordjng to
Miss Hackett's figures, is Charles M.
Sheldon's IN HIS STEPS, a moving rclisious novel of people striving to follow Christ explicitly. The book was
published in 1897 and has sold more
than 8,000,000 copies .... Elbert Hubbard's welJ..known
MESSAGE TO

Motor Company

DISTRIBtmON

HARDING
LET

HERE TO SERVE-

On The Square
SAFEWAY

Phone 22

us
YOUR

--0-

Searcy, Arkansas

Portraits

SERVE

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

---joOo--Let Us Process Your Kodak Film
--~ooo---

Building Materiala
Phone 4-46

Banquets--i;:»arties

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FORMING A
L"OCAL CAMERA CLUB?

We Appreciate Your Business

-ThenSeeL. E. McKINLEY

--,...joOo---

MAKE OUR· STORE
Your
HEADQUARTERS

5 and lOc S'rORE

help it if I'm 'Webb-footed'." Then he
shouldn't mind a ljttle water.
Additional information may be obtained from Dr. Pryor and it might be
worth your time, or amusement to seek
such information.

ped. His only remark was, "I can't

SNOWDEN'S
'.

a

C 0 MP LI ME N T S

little background for
your study of contemporary writing,
read Alice Payne Hackett's new FIFTY
YEARS OF BEST SELLERS, availabl~
at the downtown libtary; In this small
volume, Miss Hackett traces the pulse
of American reading from QUO VADIS
i~
the Gay Nineties to STRANGE
FRUIT, FOREVER AMBER, and
BRAVB MEN in 1944. Her chapters
on the structure of the best seller and
on best seller subjects are especially
informative.

S TE R LING' S

of the

- Karl Kitzmiller isn't one to cooperate. His answer was, "Wouldn't you like
to be thrown in? " No one answered
that. .And Clem was standing right
there, tool

RASCOE - HITE
Machine Shop

4

----o-;--

d~pts'

• • • • •

Ordis Copel!!-nd ~s a night wheo
he and others broke the ice with cer·
tain young man.
A sight which was beloved by all and
observed no ~ore is that ~f
kon.
ard Kirk's leading a
of bo~ ~d

BrOUP

ARKANSAS

~irls to the cleaning of our fish p0nd. It

-FISH POND

by Southerner Margaret Mitchell, the
book sales are over 3 1-2 million ... •

Some of the best reviewing magazines are The Saturday Review of Literature, New York Times Book Review,
New York Herald-Tribune Book Review
Time, Newsweek, Harpers, Atlantic, and
The New Yorker. Most Sunday editions
of cicy newspapers and many dailies
have book columns. Condensations of
pbpular books appear regularly in Lib·
erty, Reader's Digest, Omnibook, and
many others.

If you'd like

J

Of course, the over-all seller has bcoen
the BIBLE. The Book has led the list
each year and increases in sales every
year. Miss 'Hackett . sums up by saying
that she has not busied herself with
what men ought to have read and writ·
ten but with what they actually have
re-.id and written during the last fifty
years. I think you'll enjoy btowsing
throc.gh her book.

GARCIA is second placer with 4 million sales . ... 1936 witnessed a record
smashing seller in the now classic
GONE WITII TIIE WIND. Authored

· The books heading the bes~seller
lists are the ones most talked about;
they are a mirror reflecting what the
country is tea.ding, ~inking, admiring.
They are tomorrovi's motion pictures
and today you hear about them from the
newspapers, the •radio, in magazines,
and in friends' conversations.

sEAAcv,

ONY ADVERSE by Hervey Allen,
STORY OF THE BIBLE by Jesse L~
man Hurlbut, ONE WORLD by Windell Willlde, MRS. MINIVER by Jan
fouther, I NEVER LEFT HOME by
Bcb Hope, GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST ind FRECKLES by Gene Strat·
ton Porter, CALL OF THE WILD by
Jade 'London, THE TRAIL OF THE
r ONESOME PINE by Joh~ Fox, Jr.,
and TfiE OUTLINE OF HISTORY by
H. G. Wells.

Calendar In Brief

ILooks~ Books

'couECis,

-atI

Mayfair Hotel

McKINLEY STUDIO

MRS. R.H. BRANCH, .Manager

(Former1y Walls Studio)
108 N. Spring Street

Searcy, Arkansas
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· Know .Our Teachers
By Rosemary Plediet'

On February 26, 1904, at Cardwell,
Missouri, William Knox Summitt was
born to Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Summitt.
The minister's son entered his first
school at Poole School District and attended this school for eight years.
Summitt then went to Fre!d.-Hardeman and graduated from the Academy
and junior college. From there he went
to Union University at Jackson, Tennessee, where he received the B. A.
degree.
His next two years were spent teaching mathematics in ·a school in Louisiana ..
Deciding to obtain his M. A. degree.
Summitt returned to school, going to
Pe~body four quarters and receiving his
degree.
He then went to Oklahoma Christian
College at Cordell and taught social
studies and math one year. · For a year
and a summer, Summitt attended the
University of Missouri, majoring in
school administration and minoring in
education psychology. Here in the
summer of 1930 he met Miss Moureen
Burch. They were married in 1931.
The Summitts went to Louisville to
spend a y;:ar and summer at the University of Louisville where Summitt
was research director.
In the year 19 32 their first son Billy'
was born.
The Summits wem back to the University of Missouri where Summitt went
to school on a scholarship and recdved
his Ph.D. in school administration.
They came to Harding College in
1933. The twins, Paul and Knox, were
born in 1934.

Dr. Summitt has been Registrar since
his coming to Harding with the excepcion of two years when he was educational advisor at a CCC Camp n Kansas.
Dr. Summitt teaches three college
Colleges.
The Summitt family live a short distance from the campus. Their sons attend the Training School and the family attend the down-town church of
Christ where Dr. Summitt is an elder.
classes and ·one in high school. He is
director of practice teachers, advisor of
mong Who's Who in Universities and
the Petit Jean, sponsor of the Lambda
Sigma social club for boys, Troop Com~
mittee Chairman of the Boy Scouts, a
member of the Kiwanis and Young
Business Men's Club, a member of the
Alpha Honor Society, and is listed a

Chemistry Is
Quite Interesting
• B1

Lue Dugg8f'

If you aren't taking any of Dr. Pryor' s courses, you probably wonder what
is happening when those offensive
odors drift down from the chemistry
laboratory.
The general chemistry class is studying the displacement of hydrogen by
zinc in a volumetric experiment, studying nitrogen and oxygen compounds and
learning the method of titration with
acids and bases.
A study of the analysis of limestone
is being done by the quanitatlve students. This is both practical and inter-

esting as this is done eft~nsvely in state
laboratories.
The physical chemistry students
are bending their energy toward learning the energies involved in chemical
reactions. Such is life!
Human Interest: In the magnetic
field, unlike poles attract - like poles
repel. Logical, isn't it?
A course in organic chemistry is being
designed to fit the need of the home
economics majors. Several girls will be
glad to read this.
A new order of chemicals will arri~
soon. The stock room will be cleaned
and rearranged.

--<>---WHATS NEW
'Continued from page one.)
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in contrast to the Sl,300 to $1,600
which the iron lung cost.
--0--

A guinea pig fleet of 97 ships . in·
cluding the oldest U. S. battlewagon,
the Arkansas, will be the target in vast
experimental operations with the Atomic bomb this May. The million dollar
project wll be carried on far out in the
Pacific, and will be a s~ientific experiment conducted by the United Sta~
alone. The problem of observers from
other nations has not been decided. The
fleet will include carriers, battleships,
submarines, transports, and an assortment of small craft.

RECEIVES
·continued from page one.)
Dr. Benson stated that he had received gifts for the college amounting
to $25,000 on two other occasions, but
never more than that at once.
This gift was made with the understanding that it would be used for the
construction of a building to house the
proposed Manual Arts school which has
been planned for some time.
When asked if the receipt of this gift
was a surprise Dr. Benson replied negatively and related the story of the
most surprising gift he has ever received
. The publisher of a small newspaper

. --<>--

offer oi wage increases did not come
from the railroads within three weeks.
Trainmen have threatened to walk out
without a strike vote unless something
is heard from the railroads immediately
Joint strike ballots for 215,000 members of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen and 78,000 members of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
are now being printed.
-0--

A · new plastic lung weighing 60
pounds may replace the we11-known
"iron lung" in the near future, releasing
many patients from bed and making
possible an artificial respirator in almost every hospital and first aid station.
The lung, which will soon go into large
scale production, will cost only $900

Half a dozen North Arkansas towns
are fared with a serious housing shortage as the Government gives the goahead sign on the $47 ,000,000 Bull
Sholes Dam project. Since the peak of
operations will not be reached before
June 1947, the severe housing shortage
be avoided, but several twency..unit
tourist courts are being projected in the
area.

may

I
I

-0-
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Flowers For All Occasions

.1215 E. Race

CITY

SERVICE STATION
---oOo,--MECHANICAL--ACETYLENE--ELECTRIC WORK

---0001--Corner Main and Race Streets
Telephones
199 and 398-J

Roberson's Rendezvous

Phone 539 •

and Bus Station

We sell Baby Chicks - Custom Hatching
We Buy Pecans, Hides, Poultry, Egga, Junk.

H. M ThoJnpaon

Phone 156

Appreciate
Your Patronage
***• •

~~~--0001---~~~

SMITH'S . SHOE STORE

KROH'S

---oOo..____

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME

-to-

SHOE REPAIRING - NON·RATION SANDALS
Shoe Strings and Poliabsa - All Colore

We Have Enjoyed.,_ Serving You
in the Past;
And will Look Forward to
Serving You in the Future

D. T. WILLIAMS & SON

---oOo--

---oOo-----

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and Appliances
Zenith Radios
Kelvinator Refrigetatora
Phone 119

BACK OF PLAZA THEATRE

-Sandwiches
-Chili
-Drink
-Pies

203 W. Race Street

Phone 223

TRUMAN BAKER
CHEVROLET.COMPANY

Searcy, Arkansas

COME IN TO SEE
OUR 1946 CHEVROLET

Phones 212 - 303

200 East Race

Phone 133

Harding College Students
HERE'S AN INVITATION:

Visit Our Fountain Headquarters

. . . . . . . . ..

P~inting ..

Upholstering
EXPER'P BODY AND FENDER WORK

-andWhile You Are There
If you need some genuine Parts Try
CARSONS AUTO SUPPLY
They will give you the Best of Service .
-owners-

... ..

CARSON AUTO SUPPLY
DEAN CREMEAN

-----000--~~~

Rosie's Paint Shop
LONZO F. ROSENBAUM -

''We Will Be Happy To Serve Your
Parties"

l•

Rosie's Paint Shop

J. P. CARSON

The surprise came when Dr. Benson
received a letter from him with his pers0nal check for a hundred dollars as a
gift to Harding College.

Bill McGinty

New Store Next Door to Sterlings

Welding . . .

has been running Dr. Benson's synd1cated column, "Looking Ahead" since
its origin, but once a month or more
often Benson receives a letter from him
with some criticism of his article. At
t;mes one word or one sentence is not
to his liking and he won't publish it
without permission to change the word
or sentence. At other times the whole
article is discarded with his comments
sent to the writer.

HOOFMAN'S FLORISTS

The Thompson Company and Hatchery

M. 0. Thompson

~HARDING

194~

JOHN COLE

for
DO YOU NEED A LIFT?
-then visit-

SODAS

AND SANDWICHES

The Vanity Box
You'll leave "with beauty kindled and with
pleasure fed"
Operators: -

Hazel Hughes - Genevieve Small
Margaret Quattlebaum

Phone 344
- -.Service is Complete a t WELCOME TO

Allen's Quality Bakery
---oOo.____
Home Of

KARO NUT PIES
The Harding Favorite

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store
and

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

.

Girls' Social Clubs Elect
1
Officers For Rest Of Year
Mu Etas
The Mu Eta Ad phiatl$ held their bi·
monthly meeting Saturday evening at
Pattie Cobb.
The following officers were elected
after a short business meeting : Mary
Bess Love, president; Ruth Overstreet,
vice-president; Theda Robbins, secre·
tary-treaturer; Lyla Ann Stokes, reporter;
Juanita Awtrey co-reporter.
When the meeting was adjourned, refreshments were served by hosresses
Johnnie Nell Raye, Lucille Hancock,
Betty Rhodes and Marian French.

Arkansas, January 15, and visited his
sister Theda, over the weekend. Harvey
was ~ \sergeant, in the Air Corps and
served 10 months in the C. B. I. theatre
He is a former student, who married
Glendine McCloud, also a student of
Harding, now teaching in the grades
of Searcy High School.

---0-

W.H. C's

--<>-Adrian Formby, a former student of
Harding and brother to Mrs. F. W .
Matrox, visited on the campus prior to
his marriage Saturday, January 26, to
Miss Mary McCullough, of Tupelo,
Miss., who is also a forme.r c;tndent.

--<>-

At the last regular club meeting the
Woodson Harding Comrades electt!d
officers for the remainder of the school
year. Shirley Vaughan was elected vicepresident, Gwen Farmer, secretary·
treasurer, and Rosemary Pledger, roporter. Retiring officers were Doris
Johnson, Rosemary Pledger, and Geneva
Clem. Frances Warson remains presi·
dent for the year.
Other · club business was discussed,
and refreshments served by Doris Rach·
ey and Laura Jean Gwin.

Mrs. Sam Clem of Melbourne visited
her daughter, G eneva, Harding senior,
and her husband, who is employed in
construction work in Searcy.

--0---

--0-

Captain Estel McCluggage, Miss Marviele McCluggage and Mrs. McCluggage visited their sister and daughter,
Madge. Merviele and Estel are former
students.

Who's Who
in

Sub Debs
The Sub-Debs met Saturday, January
19, to elect officers for the coming
semester. Mamie Jo Woody succeeded
Blanche Tranum as president, Marylyn
Tuttleton succeeded La Verne Sevedge
as vice-president, and La Verne Sevedge
succeeded Mary Kay Hollingsworth as
secretary-treasurer.

Harding College
By Lou Dugz.er

She loves whipping up such delica·
cies, but she herself had rather eat hot
tamales or any kind of sea food.
Did you know that Jolly has lived
in Mississippi, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee? For sure, you'd
think her home had always been in
Tennessee because she possesses that
lengthened "buttah -do-ah - cawun
(corn)" tone that is even more cul ti~
vated than in Miss Alton's speech.
Never mind, Jolly, we like it because it
is so much a part of you.
A short time ago Jolly's parents moved to Kentucky near the famous Mam·
moth Cave, so she has another state to
add to her list now.
After her graduation from David Lip·
scomb in 1943, she did office work for
eight months and then worked awhile
in a 'prisoner-of-war camp.
Last year she came to Harding to
finish her B. S. degree in Home Econ·
omks. "It won't be long now, since
oooh,
I've finished my chemistry that chemistry has been my greatest
grief."
This year Jolly is calendar editor of
the Petit Jean. She is also a member of
· the chorus, Dramatic Club, K. Klub,
and Phi Delta social dub. Io the Phi
Delta dub she has held the office of
treasurer, vice president and president.
Right now Jolly is very enthusiastically planning a home - for Mrs. Bell's
home-planning course that she is tak·
ing. "Wishes and dreams why, do you
think it does anybody any harm to wish
and dream of all the gorgeous things
you know you'll never have?"
Jolly whispered that she had much
rather cook than sew.
Her favorire sports are tennis basket
ball, and badminton.
'

-0-

w. I.

Dykes of Houston, Texas, vis·
ited his brother, J. L. Dykes, and his
mother, Mrs. Dykes. Mr. Dykes is employed in a governmeRt office in Houston
--0--

Captain and Mrs. Perry Mason visited friends on the campus the weekend
of the twentieth. Mrs. Mason is the
former Miss Elizabeth Brewer, daughter
of G. C. Brewer.
-0-

Captain and Mrs E.. B. Hunnicut, of
Norfolk, Va., visited Mrs. Hunnicut's
sister, Mrs. Inez Pickens, matron of
Godden Hall. Mrs. Pickens' daughter,
Maxine, and husband, Lt.-Col. R . B.
Hughe$, were on the campus last week.
--0--

Cpl. Austin Webb of the U. S. Air
Corps is visiting his sister, Hessie Mae,
who is a sophomore here.
--0--

-of-

White County
Water Co.

Attention Please!
"Ya know, every time I say a few
words to Harry I can sense the thoughts
or words of those watching, 'Well, look
who .she's after now'."
This is a common statement, ot
thou&ht, of many of the girls on the
camF'US who enjoy being friendly with
boys and girls alike. Many of the girls
like to talk with the Harding College
boys just to hear their opinions on var·

We Desire Your
Christian Association ·

Bradley & Stroud

Abboud-Sims Garage
Electric and Acetylene Welding
General Auto and Tractor Repairing
Body and Fender Work

Jolly Hilt
Tuesday night Jolly Hill ·experienced
her most embarrassing moment. During
the basketball game she walked with
the ball. But it wasn't the walking that
embarrassed her 'twas the whistle
which blew and attracted the attention
of everyone to her.
Jolly is a typical Irish brunette with
the laughing eyes included. Sh e's quiet,
but not too quiet - just the way that
is pleasing. You'll like her nack for
discrimination in most any important
problem. And you'll really like the pies,
cakes, candy, and cookies that she says
are her specialties.

TH!! COLLEGE BOOK STORE.

J.

L. Dykes, M.tmager
-Advertisement

~.

L. PRUETT

MUTUAL INSURANCE
AGENCY

at 411 East Race Street from E. J.
Wilkerson and plans to erect a modern
funeral home there sometime in 1946.

Phone l24

M. M. GARRISON

Optometrist and Jeweler
ARKANSAS
SEARCY,
..-

.

Corner Spruce and Race

!'hone No. 225

STANDARD OIL COMPANY-New Jersey
-gives- .

Prompt . JEsso Service
Phone 57

1
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ALWAYS WELCOME
-At-

The Ideal Shop

STOP AND RELAX
-AT-

THE COLLEGE INN
---oOo---SODA~-

-~ANDWICHES-

FOR THE BEST IN MEN'S CLOTHING
Always Come
-to---oOo--

-SUNDRIES-SCHOOL SUPPLIESMrs. T. J. Traylor, ¥am.2er.

DR. T. J. FORD
DENTIST -

X-RAY

Above Bank of Searcy

STUDENTS!!

Harding College Laundry
PHELP'S SHOE

and

SHOP

Dry Cleaning Plant

PARK AVENUE

TI:RE AND SU~PLY CO.

GROCERY

--oOo-

---oOo---

OKLAHOMA

For The Finest

MERCHANDISE
--0--

--000~

Just off the Campu1

A variety of Bible study aids may
now · be obtained at the College Book
Store. We have a good selection of
sermon outlines, commentaries, 'Bible
diwonaries, and other religious books.
These books are especially appropriate
for a student preacher's library, but
will be an asset to any student of the
Bible. 1£ you teach a ~unday School
Class, come in the book store and look
over the material that will help you to
teach more effectively.
The Book Store is open every day
for students. Come in at any time and
check our books. Old students are in·
vited to send orders for any books they
might need.

Searcy, Arkansas

Phone 462

-strivesTO GIVE YOU
2 Day Service on Cleaning
4 Day Service on Laundry

HELPFUL

Study Helps

•

Harvey Robbins received his dis-·
charge from Camp Chaffee, Ft. Smith,

Compliments

-0--

Jolly, your name express~ mirth and
it inspires mirth. We're glad we came
your way.

This Week's
Visitors
Sgt. E. G. Perkins of the U. S. Army
and Mr. and Mrs. 0 . R. Perkins from
Allen, Oklahoma, are visiting their sis·
ter, Diamond, this week. 0 . R. is preach
ing for the church in Allen. Ed will
enter school in the spring term.

ious 1matters. Most of the girls merely
enjoy talking to all kinds of people,
which, of ~ourse, would include boys.
Why can't the girls feel free to start
Various business establishments are a conversation with any boy on the
constructing new buildings in different campus? There are two reasons, or may•
parts of the city, some of which are the be three. One reason is that there is •
Thompson Hatchery, the International chance that the other boys will say,
Shoe Factory, The Angel Garage and a "Look at that flirt", or a greater chance
skating rink owned by King and Parks. that the boy himself will think that.
Construction has begun on the new Another reason is that the girls who
shoe factory with E. H. Palmer as fore - happen to pass during the tim~ that the
man. The building, which is owned by crime is being committed will probably
local citizens, will measure 208 feet by say or think, "She's out to get a man."
201 feet and is expected to be finished
There may be another reason. That
within eight or nine months. Three to is that perhaps she can't start a conver·
four hundred people will be employed sation with a member of the masculine
in the factory.
sex because of a lack of experience in
The Angel Garage is located
on talking with them outside of her own
Market Street and construction is well family. If she doesn't get her practice
under way.
before she comes to Harding she may
The new Thompson Hatchery, located get none at all.
on Main Street, has been under conle is true that there are a few girls
struction for some time with the framehere
who flirt, but please don't call a
work almost completed. Foreman King
friendly
girl a flin!
is uncertain as to the time of comple·
tion of the entire project.
More next week by another writer.
A skating rink being built by King
and Parks on South Main will be completed the latter part of January.
Elvis Daniel has bought the property

Searcy Builds
New Business

When Jolly has finished Harding and
taught home economics for two or three
~rs, she thinks she will work for a
Masters degree.

---0--

HANDY -
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Searcy, Arkansas

WE'RE HERE TO GIVE
SERVICE - ECONOMIC SERVICE

Largest Store in Searcy
---oOo---

LADIES'-Hats
-Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes
MEN'S-Hats
-· Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes
-----oOo----

ROBBINS-SANFORD ~
MERCANTILE COMPANY

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Girls'
Basketball

Tournament Ends This Week
; .N.T. "B" vs. INDEPENDENTS
Starting off the second half of the
intramural basketball tournament, the
T. N. T. "B" team Tuesday night overcame an independent team by
score
of 20.-13. The low scoring would indicate lack of scoring power on both
sides,' but good defensive playing was
also effective in keeping the totals
down.
The T. N. T. team ran the game about as they wanted it up until the last
quarter, entering it with a score 16-2 in
their favor. The Independents then put
in Royce Murray, who led his teammates in the making of 11 points, while
the T . N . T. team garn~red only 4 in
th~ last period.
High scorer of the game was Vernon
Lawyer, who led his T. N. T. team with
8 points. Following him were Jack Harris and James Thomas, who tied for
second scoring position with 6 points
each.

a

able was the large number of long shots
missed.
There was no score in the first few
minutes of the game, but Lemmons
broke the ice by making two foul goals.
Score at the end of the first half was
21-11, for the Independents.
Passmore, with 11 points, was leading scorer of the game, with Keefer
nexc with 9 to his credit.

•

---0--

HIGH SCHOOL vs. FACULTY
In the only basketball game of the
week not in the intramural tournament
Friday night the High School team beat
the Faculty five by a 44-37 score. After the long rest period since last play~
ing, both teams were eager to get out
anci play some real ball, and the game
turned out to be a hard-fought contest.
The Faculty had the upper hand to
some extent during the first half, bur
in the second half, the Academy boys
t.,ak control and came through with the

\\ i ll.

Jue Pryor, Faculty forward, led the
game·s scoring with 19 points. Second
was Hurst with 15, and next, Hugh
Rhodes and Jack Lawyer with 12 each.
~

KOlNONIA vs. SUB T
Playing against a team composed of
in experienced Koinonia bosketball players the powerful Sub T team Friday
night rolled up an overwhelming score
of 113-17. Though the Koinonias, tried
hard the might of the Sub T machine,
led by Ordis Copeland, was far too
.r •uch for them.
A5 can be seen from the score, the
gaffie was almost too one-sided to be
ir.teresting. Fast action was almost impossible because of the unevenness of
the two teams.
Ordis Copeland made 54 points to
le:>d in scoring, with Starling second
witL 33. Fritts, highest for the losers,
mace 5.

LIONS vs. TIGERS
The first game of the second half of
the girls' tournament ended in a victory Tuesday night for the Tigers, who
scored 46 points to the Lions 41. The
game showed a definite letting up on
the part of the guards who could have
stopped some of the scoring for both
sides. Storey, high scorer for the Lions,
n1ade 22 points, with McCaslin scoring
16. On the other end of the court,
Jones tossed in 2 1 points for the Tigers
ai d K . Johnson was high scorer with

DR. R. W. TOLER
DENTIST

---0--

QUAINT

Looking 'em Over
By Virgil Lawyer

tossed 2 3 points into the basket and
Haines scored 14.

Park Avenue
Beauty Shop
Mrs. Langston and
Mary Angel, Operators
Phone 299

BEAUTY SHOP

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Phone No. 440

E. D. WAKENIGHT
PLUMBING

't. N. 't. "A" vs. INDEPENDENTS

INDEPENDENTS vs. KOINONIA
In the second game played Thursday
night, an independent team led by Keefer and Passmore took a victory over a
Koinonia team, 30-16. Demonstrating
smooth ball handling and alertness in
following the ball the Independents
were pushed hard, with the closest the
other team could get to them being two
points early in the game. The Koinonia
team worked under the goal to get
more shots than the Independents , but
could not put the ball through the nets
for the needed points. Especially notice-

BEARS vs. TIGERS
A score of 40-55 ended another
game in which the Tigers were victorious.
Toward the end of the game when
the Tigers' score passed the 50 mark it
looked as if Johnson was going to break
all records in shooting. She scored 30
points during the game, and found litr
tle opposition from the opposing guards.
Jones ~as second-highest scorer, making
23 points. On the Bears' team Awtry

25

---<>Running up one of the highest scores
of the tournament this year, the T. N.
T. "A" te.im Thursday night defeated
an independent teatn 63-21. The T. N.
T. boys showed some of the best ballpassing seen this year, and worked together well to take the victory easily.
The game started slowly, with the
score at the end of the first quarter 9-6,
and both teams working slowly. They
picked up speed in the second quarter
to come up 25.-10, T . N. T's.
Clean, hard playing characterized the
game all the way through, with both
teams playing their hardest from start
to finish. "Held ball' was quite com.r.1on, but fouls were few.
High point honors went to Colis
Campbell, who flipped a grand total
of l 1 points through the nets. Second
hon-:.r~ foll to Joe Webb with 12. Bill
Sr:1ith led the losers with 9.
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ELECTRIC

---<oOo-

J. D. Phillips & Son

Contractor and Dealer In
HEATING, PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL
WORK

;

Phone 121 Shop
Well, basketball season is nearly over A consolation bracket has been added
and with next week's paper we ought to
and my pick for the consolation winner
be able to announce the final champwill be either the Koinoma team or
ions in both the girls' and boys' divi- · Bill Smith's independent team.
;ions. We have had some wonderful
Volleyball is the sport that will folgames this year and will see some more
low basketball so all you men who want
good ones before the season is over.
t;.> keep that waist line down, be sure
In looking over the scramble through
tu sign up. If any of you fellows think
this much of the second half, we see the
o~ volleyball as a sissy game, just get
Sub T's and T. N . T's headed for anout on the court and let some big tall
other showdown in the finals. The
fellow bat the ball back at you once or
Sub T's advanced with an impressive
tt-'ice.
\.ictory over one of the independent
The free throw contest will also come
teams and the TNT squad defeated a11>during
the volleyball season, so be watNher independent team to advance toching the bulletin board to be sure
w~. ;C: first place.
your name is on the signing sheet.
Brackets have been changed llS much
H arding's intramural philosopher
as possible this half giving most of the
~peaks: "To belittle another man's abiteams a chance to play new opponents.
lity, is to be-little yourself.

BERRY
Barber Shop

RADIOS - RECORDS
120 W . Race St. Phone 76

WESTERN

AUTO STORE
J. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
Phone No. 3Q

Appreciates Your Trade

- -- o O o -

-GIFTS-D~UGS-ANTIQUES\

Ernest E. Chandler
FUNERAL HOME
101 N. Main Street

Compliments
SANITARY
MARKET

218 West Arch

Robertson's Drug Store

New Spring Suits
And Coats
Arriving Every Week
-NEW STYLES-

Compliments

CENTRAL
Barber Shop

----~001-----

JAMES L. FIGG

--~oOo---

Come Over And See

Us

' ..
COMPLIMENTS
---o--

--<>----

Smith-Vaughn Mercantile

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

Company

-0--

Eyes Tested
Glasses Fitted
Searcy, Arkansas

Barney Hartsell

"Ask About Our Lay-Away Plan"
---~-10011-----

Federated Store
--~ooo,---

"For the Latest in Styles Check Our Displ,ays"

County Judge

The Lure Cafe
POND ER'S
KEY SHOP
606 North Pine St.
Opposite Grammar School

I
l

Open Seven Days A Week ..
4:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
Mexican Chilli
Regular Dinners
Good Food

DRUG STORE
--<>-

Sandwiches
Courteous Service
I

Central Arkansas
Radio Co.

STOTTS'

PRESCRIPTIONS
Phone 33

--{)-

106 E. Market
Phone No. 8

-~

Complimen~

Of

SEARCY ICE AND
·coAL co.
Phone H5

SPECIALTIES
Hamburgers and Coffee
I ee Cream and Pies
Drinks

ECONOMY
MARKET
For

---oOo--

ALWAYS AT YOUR

SERVICE

Magnolia Cab Co.
-and-

0. K. Taxi
----o---Across from Rendezvou!
PH 0 NE 213

STAPLE AND FANCY

The Beanery

FOOD

.)

